signature
MASSAGES
MASSAGE BY AREA AS DESIRED
Wellness massage on one or more areas of your body:
BACK - NECK - HEAD
FEET - HANDS - FACE
LEGS - FEET

Prices & duration : 30 min - 65€ / 45min - 95€

IN PRAISE OF SLOWNESS
Relaxing massage that provides absolute relaxation, thanks to
gentle and enveloping effleurage movements. Improves wellbeing, relieves muscular tension and unifies the body.

Prices & duration : 60min - 125€ / 90min - 185€

ABHYANGA
Ayurvedic massage with sesame oil, draining, unifying and
invigorating, promotes the circulation of body fluids, digestion and
the functioning of the nervous system. It is a real energy
rebalancing.

Prices & duration : 60min - 125€ / 90min - 185€

PREGNANT WOMEN MASSAGE
Gentle, enveloping and fluid massage. It restores peace and
harmony to the body and mind. It refocuses and brings wellbeing to both the recipient and the practitioner.

Prices & duration: 60 min - 125€.

YUMI FOOT BEAUTY
Such beautiful feet (anti-callus treatment and moisturising).
This treatment is only available during a facial or massage.

Price: 50€

MASSAGE FOR CHILDREN
A relaxing chocolate massage adapted to all ages.

Prices & duration: 30 min - 65€.

Our massages can be performed in our massage
cabin in the SPA (solo or duo) or outside in our
flowered pavilion (solo).

body care

ENCHANTING RELAXING CARE
A multi-sensory massage for body harmonization: a real olfactory journey, it bathes you in the roundness of divinely addictive red fruits.
The combination of grape extracts and blackcurrant oil will leave your skin fully hydrated, soft and silky.

Massage / Duration: 60 min

130€ /person

DIVINE GETAWAY IN THE VINEYARDS
Inspired by the ancestral Thai treatment "the Siamese pads", this draining and relaxing treatment combines manual techniques completed
by manoeuvres carried out with warm ballotins made of grape marc and seeds. An escapade in the heart of the vineyards for a relaxation
of body and mind.

Combination of manual manoeuvres, relaxing ballotin massage with marc and grape seeds / Duration: 60 min

140€ /person
ENERGISING GRAND CRU WALK
From the prestigious "Richebourg Grand Cru" vineyard, the grape pulp, stalks and seeds scrub refines the skin's texture and frees it from
its toxins and impurities. A global, invigorating and stimulating scrub with an original texture that will delight all skin types. Complemented
by a relaxing and enveloping massage with "Sensuelle volupté" oil, tensions are instantly relieved and the skin regains its finesse, lightness
and softness.

Scrub, Massage / Duration: 75 min

150€ /person

facial care

VITAL FORCE OF THE VINE

A global anti-ageing care for an incomparable radiance, a smoothing of the skin and a firmer skin, a proven
efficiency. The A2OC* Complex, with its oxygenating and antioxidant properties, boosts the skin's energy and
strengthens its defences. *Antioxidant and cellular oxygenator

Scrub, Massage, Mask / Duration: 75 min

180€ /person

WINE’HYDRA INTENSE
A sensory escape offering rest and well-being through relaxing manoeuvres combining accupressure and
deep smoothing. This facial treatment brings comfort and radiance to your skin, and the application of a
specific Vinesime mask helps to improve and maintain its moisture level. The facial features are rested and
the complexion is radiant.

Moisturising treatment / Duration: 60 min

135€ /person

